Clinical and biochemical patterns of presentation in monolateral and bilateral calcium nephrolithiasis.
To investigate patterns of monolateral and bilateral nephrolithiasis, we enrolled 196 patients with idiopathic calcium stone disease (ICaSD) and 36 with proven primary hyperparathyroidism (PHP). Monolateral disease occurred in 45 subjects with ICaSD and 3 with PHP. All had had three or more stone events. They were studied for a number of clinical and biochemical parameters. The expected prevalence of monolateral stone disease was calculated according to the binomial distribution of random events. Whereas the observed and expected prevalence of monolateral nephrolithiasis did not differ in PHP, the distribution did not follow a chance pattern in ICaSD, since monolateral disease was still frequent among patient with more than 6 episodes. To find out whether monolateral and bilateral ICaSD had distinct pathogenic mechanisms the two groups were compared for clinical and biochemical patterns: no differences emerged concerning metabolic derangements, urine saturation and diet-related biochemistries. Bilateral stone-formers had a higher recurrence rate, but a similar number of stone-operations or ESWL. In 81 of 151 bilateral idiopathic stone-formers in which we were able to assess the exact number of stone events in left and right kidney, the distribution of stones between kidneys did not differ from the binomial distribution. In conclusion, while PHP-associated nephrolithiasis presents predictable patterns, ICaSD comprises a subset in which the disease occurs monolaterally. These forms cannot be distinguished from bilateral forms with common clinical features or routine biochemistries.